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princes tamilrockers yovanaa haran kumkumam malayalam box office collections malayalam films premam malayalam The November album is the eleventh studio album by Australian rock band, Silverchair. It was released on September 12, 2009. The album was recorded and produced by Dan Gordon and Mark
Opitz. The cover art was designed by Peter O'Toole and consists of a photograph of the band. This is a list of songs recorded by the band playing as The Bang Gang, and on two of their albums. Other songs with similar titles which were recorded by the band, but were not released, can be found here. The Bang

GangQ: Weird issue with "Obscured by Views" I've got two TextViews in a LinearLayout. They have width: fill_parent and a height: wrap_content. In the middle of my app there is a horizontal LinearLayout with weight: 1 that contains both views. When I have text in one of the views, the other one doesn't show up.
When I switch them, the other one shows. It seems like an artifact of the width of the parent LinearLayout, but I can't figure out how to avoid it. Any help? Thanks. A: Its probably a bug with the android layout engine. I have a few thoughts on potential solutions. You can place the two text views as siblings in the

same LinearLayout, give them proper weight percentages, and in a resize to the top textview, you can fill the bottom text view. You can use the android:visibility="gone" and android:visibility="visible" on the text views. If it is really important that the text views be siblings, you can simply wrap the TextView and
set its visibility to gone when it is empty. This will cause the text to grow out to the right, and allow you to grow the TextView to the height of the parent in the center. This should help you get your design goals, and may be an acceptable solution. All of these approaches are ways of manipulating the layout, they

don't require a layout fix. Not Applicable Not Applicable 1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to the field of bicycle seatposts, and more particularly to the field of bicycle seatposts that provide for improved anti-theft mounting techniques
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